
A HEAVYWEIGHT LENS THAT REALLY DELIVERS

Sigma’s Art lenses are designed 
to inspire creative expression, 
and a key element is their wide 
apertures to enable a tight depth 
of fi eld. An added bonus is that 
you can freeze action with fast 
shutter speeds, even in dull 
lighting conditions.

Not much bigger than the 
Nikon 24mm f/1.8 lens, the 
Sigma is nevertheless nearly 
twice as heavy and feels robust 
and sturdy. It’s certainly more 
affordable than Nikon’s directly 
competing AF-S 24mm f/1.4G 
lens, at £1790/$2000. 

The barrel and other parts 
are made from TSC (Thermally 
Stable Composite), while the 
mounting plate is brass, and it’s 
compatible with Sigma’s USB 
Dock for updating fi rmware 
and customising settings.

Performance
Performance is exemplary. 
The ring-type autofocus is fast, 
near-silent and unerringly 
accurate, while image quality 
is excellent. Sharpness is superb 
across the whole image frame, 
only dropping a little in the 
corners at the extra-large f/1.4 
aperture, where vignetting is 
also quite noticeable.

sigma 24mm f/1.4 DG HSM I A 
£600/$850

Designed in Switzerland and 
manufactured in Korea, the 
Blackstone is superbly well 
engineered, with a magnesium 
alloy barrel and full weather-
seals. Advanced features include 
a fi ne-tuning adjustment to 
ensure accuracy of the focus 
distance scale on individual 
camera bodies, a locking 
mechanism for the focus ring, 
a sliding panel in the detachable 
hood for fi lter rotation, and even 
fl uorescent markings for the 
focus distance scale, hyperfocal 
distance and depth of fi eld.

There’s no autofocus, but the 
silky-smooth focus ring operates 
with superb precision. The less 
expensive Firefl y edition of the 
lens has a plastic barrel, plain 
markings and one less weather 
seal, but optically it’s identical.

Performance
Considering how wide this lens 
is, corner-to-corner sharpness is 
excellent in real world shooting. 
Barrel distortion and vignetting 
are tolerable, and ‘neutrino’ 
coatings do a good job of 
combating ghosting and fl are. 
Overall image quality is simply 
sumptuous, in keeping with the 
lens’s high-quality construction.

EAST MEETS WEST IN THIS SMART NEW ULTRA-WIDE LENS

irix 15mm f/2.4 Blackstone 
£600/$600
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OVERALL OVERALL 
Simply superb, and excellent value 
compared with Nikon’s 24mm f/1.4.

This is a brilliant manual focus lens from 
an exciting new manufacturer.

VerdictVerdict

In both real-world shooting and lab tests, 
this lens was the best on test for fringing. 

The Irix delivered some of the best lab 
scores for colour fringing.

Exhibits less barrel distortion than any 
other lens on test. 

Barrel distortion is between that of the 
Samyang 14mm and the Zeiss 18mm.

Stop down to just f/2.8 and sharpness 
is spectacular from corner to corner.

Impressive sharpness across the frame, 
even when shooting wide open at f/2.4.

f/2.8 1.05 f/8 0.79  f/16 0.79

Edge fringing (Lower is better)
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Edge fringing (Lower is better)

Distortion (Nearer 0 is better)
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